Philosophy Super Curriculum Year 12

Sign up for magazine Philosophy
Now and read the bi-monthly
copies

Listen to philosophy podcasts on
BBC sounds. Download the app and
search ‘philosophy’

https://philosophynow.org/

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds

Pick a contemporary moral issue
and write a speech for how you
can resolve the moral dilemma

A Short History of Ethics: A History
of Moral Philosophy from the
Homeric Age to the Twentieth
Century by Aladair MacIntyre

Search Youtube for philosophy videos
– go where your interest takes you or
search for topics off the syllabus

BBC - Philosophy in Our Time:

New Philosopher Magazine:

Set up a philosophy club either at
school or online. Pick a topic or
philosopher to research each week
and meet to give your opinions on
what you liked and what was a load
of rubbish!

BBC - Moral Maze:

A Little History of Philosophy by
Nigel Warburton
A great easy to read introduction to
some of philosophy’s greatest
thinkers – you can dip in and out of
this
Metaphysical Horror by
Kołakowski
A great introduction to some of
philosophy’s main themes

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01f0vzr

https://www.newphilosopher.com/

From Altruism to Wittgenstein,
philosophers, theories and key
themes

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qk11

Contemporary moral and political
issues discussed with leading
academic experts

Visit the UCL and see the body of
Betham pressured for all mankind to
see
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Philosophy Super Curriculum Year 13

The Quest for a Moral Compass
by Kenan Malik
A sublime and comprehensive
history of moral thought – you
can dip in and out of this

Sign up for magazine Philosophy Now
and read the bi-monthly copies

Read the New Scientist to see
how the fontiers of science might
provide answers in metaphysics

Explain your world view on several
aspects of philosophy creating a
treatise of work. Show how your
views on epistemology and
metaphysics justifies your moral and
religious philosophy

https://www.newscientist.com/

Sign up for The Philosopher’s
Magazine or view online
https://www.philosophersmag.com/

https://philosophynow.org/

Search Youtube for philosopy
lecturers given by philosophers
you’ve encountered on the course
– remember that these will be
complex and just to understand a
little may be beneficial

BBC - Religion in Our Time:

Sign up for a philosophy MOOC

BBC - Religion and Ethics:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01gvqlg

Mortal Questions
by Thomas Nagel
A great set of topics covering life
and death

Regularly listen to radio 4 to hear
intellectual current affairs and keep
up with new ideas
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/

Visit Highgate Cemetery and the
grave of Karl Marx
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